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Introduction
This document collects background information, proceedings and results from the workshop held in
Rome 16 May 2019 organized by task 4.3 in the EU EIP project – ITS Deployment Road Map
development.
The workshop together with the collected information from the workshop (this document)
constitutes milestone 39 in the EU EIP project.

We thank all participants and contributors to the successful outcome of the workshop!
Borlänge 20 June 2019
Arne Lindeberg
Swedish Transport Administration
Leader of EU EIP Sub-Activity 4.3
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Invitation and workshop objectives

ITS for the CEF Corridors
An important learning from the work in EU EIP is that investments in ITS are in general made in
response to local needs. As local investments remove bottlenecks and improve safety they have a
positive impact also on the performance of overarching corridors. But to unleash the full potential of
CEF corridors, a new generation of ITS is required with a shift of perspective from local needs to the
corridor level. The definition of these services and aspects on their implementation on the European
road network is the scope of a workshop to be held in conjunction with EU EIP MSSA in Rome 16 May
2019. This workshop is organized by EU EIP activity 4.3 – The ITS Deployment Road map.

Invitation to the EU EIP ITS Road Map Workshop 16 May 2019, Rome
Workshop objectives
The workshop will contribute to the final ITS Deployment roadmap which is developed in EU EIP and
due by the end of 2019. It will provide feedback on and discuss a ”functional package” of ITS for CEF
corridors, and discuss how and when this can be implemented (the roadmap).

Venue
The workshop will be held at the Italian Ministry of Transport in Rome, in conjunction with
(immediately after) the EU EIP Member State Supervision Assembly.

Time
16 May, 13.30h to 16.00h. The reception desk will hold a list of attendants based on pre-registration
(see below). For security reasons, only acknowledged delegates will be admitted to the premises of
the Italian Ministry.

Registration
Please announce your presence to and interest for further information to Jonas Sundberg
(Jonas.sundberg@sweco.se , +46734126432) to make sure that you will receive additional workshop
details. Registrations will be confirmed. Registered participants will receive additional program
details in advance of the workshop.

Welcome!
Arne Lindeberg, Swedish Transport Administration, Leader of EU EIP Sub-Activity 4.3.
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Workshop program 16 May 2019
The following program applies:
13.30 Introduction
The scope of the work in EU EIP and sub-activity 4.3 is presented, and the workshop objectives and
methodology are described.
Arne Lindeberg, Swedish Transport Administration SE (leader of EU EIP SA4.3 ITS Deployment Road
map)
Roberto Arditi, SINA IT (project manager of EU EIP)
13.45 Drivers and Incentives for coordinated ITS Deployment
Findings from EU EIP Road map investigation (presented in SA4.3 Deliverable 2). Jonas Sundberg,
SWECO
Discussion in plenary.
14.00 A corridor perspective on ITS systems and services
Pitches1 on CEF corridor functions (contributions from EU EIP, ITS Corridors and Cross Corridor
Coordination)
Discussion in plenary.
14.45 Enabling CEF ITS Corridors
Pitches on organizing road traffic in the future (contributions from EU EIP, ITS Corridors and Cross
Corridor Coordination)
Pitches on data needs and other mechanisms for coordination and cooperation (contributions from
EU EIP, ITS Corridors and Cross Corridor Coordination)
Discussion in plenary.
15.30 Discussion, conclusion
The conclusions are presented by the rapporteur and discussed / concluded in plenary. The
continued work in EU EIP (and possibly other fora) is presented and discussed.
16.00 Workshop close

1

A pitch is a 3-5 minutes prepared statement on a specific subject. 4-5 pitches are planned for each section of
the workshop
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Details on workshop pitches
A pitch is a maximum five minutes introduction to an idea, a service etc. It will be provided with or
without support in terms of power points etc.
The following pitches are anticipated at the workshop:
14.00 A corridor perspective on ITS systems and services
•
•
•
•

Corridor applications from the EastWest Corridor, Jan Willem Tierolf, Rijkswaterstaat (NL)
Deployment scenarios for connected and automated mobility – consequences for corridor
performance, Pirkko Rämä, VTT (FI)
Digital Traffic Regulations, Stephanie Kleine RMVBP (DE)
Traffic Management Plans defining corridor functionality, Ursa Major (DE)

Discussion:
•

Which are the systems and services that offer corridor functionality and bind a corridor
together?

14.45 Enabling CEF ITS Corridors
•
•
•
•

Road CID (Corridor Information Document) providing corridor characteristics, Karolina
Hedberg, Swedish Transport Administration (SE)
Operating Environments as basis for corridor harmonization, Risto Kulmala (FI)
Integrating C-ITS into Deployment Guidelines Reference Handbook, BAST (DE)
Digital infrastructure solutions for establishing corridor cooperation in ITS service provision /
Anna Schirokoff, Finnish Transport and Communications Agency, Traficom (FI)

Discussion:
•
•

What does it mean to operate an ITS corridor? Will a corridor ever be subject to coordinated
operation (compare air and rail)?
Which are the specific building blocks (of data) that binds a corridor together? What needs to
be harmonized?
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Notes from workshop
Introduction
Workshop objectives
The workshop contributes to the final ITS Deployment roadmap which is developed in EU EIP and due
by the end of 2019. It will provide feedback on and discuss a ”functional and administrative package”
of ITS for CEF corridors, and discuss how and when this can be implemented (the roadmap).

Venue
The workshop was held at the Italian Ministry of Transport in Rome, in conjunction with
(immediately after) the EU EIP Member State Supervision Assembly.

Time
16 May, 13.30h to 16.00h.

Attendants
See separate list in workshop dossier.

Comments to notes:
The workshop was based on 8 pitches (see program) on different subjects, each followed by a
discussion which sometimes intertwined. The workshop was recorded, and these notes are based on
a combination of this recording and written notes. This means that the chronology of statements is
not fully correct: Input has been presented under appropriate headings rather than in the correct
order.
Please observe that the objective of these notes is not to iterate what was said and discussed at the
workshop. The notes focus on the delivery of conclusions as the basis for the continued work. Hence
everything said is not reported, and additional information can be found in presentations annexed to
the resulting workshop dossier.
The notes have been compiled by Jonas Sundberg, EU EIP SA4.3 secretariat.

Workshop notes
Session 1: Introduction
The workshop was opened by Arne Lindeberg (AL), leader of the SA4.3 sub-activity. The workshop is
carried out in order to give us input in order to design a road map for a future European corridor
based transport system. Hence the focus is not on the possible timing of ITS evolution but on the
perspective of corridor needs.
With this, the moderation was handed over to Jonas Sundberg.
First speaker introduced was Roberto Arditi (RA).
Due to the success of previous road map workshops attended by Roberto, he expected this workshop
to be quite hard and fruitful to match his and our expectations. Roberto pointed at the importance of
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the previous workshop when it comes to deliver important information and knowledge for the entire
EU EIP.
Jonas Sundberg (JS) opened up the workshop. What is it that binds a transport corridor together
from a technical and functional perspective and how is this going to happen? The combination of
answers to these questions provides a roadmap.
Hence in this activity we are not providing a timeline document, this is important to understand.
Instead we are trying to define how we put an ITS corridor in place and what it contains. This
workshop picks up the request from the EC to further integrate the CNC (Core Network Corridors)
with the ITS corridors in future development projects e.g. within the CEF program.
Why do we do this work? Because no one else is doing this.
The workshop is designed accordingly:
I start with reporting on the latest deliverable which explains some basic facts behind the need for
our work.
Then the workshop will contain two sessions both including pitches followed by discussion. The first
will cover which systems and services that are relevant for an ITS corridor, and the second which
supporting mechanisms that can be available in the operation of an ITS corridor.

Session 2: Drivers and Incentives for coordinated ITS Deployment
JS presented the EU EIP SA4.3 deliverable on ITS deployment drivers. This presentation is annexed.
The study presented an investigation showing that the importance of fund availability (i.e. access to
money) stands out as the key to ITS deployment. A good second is immediate need, i.e. where ITS is
found to provide a relevant solution to road network needs this is also an important trigger for
investments.
Aspects related to corridor needs are not visible as drivers behind ITS investments. The basic reason,
as has been showed in previous work, is that ITS investments are by far made in response to local
needs.

Session 3: A corridor perspective on ITS systems and services
Pirkko Rämä reported yesterday that she cannot attend. Replaced by a pitch from JS.
The first pitch was presented by Jan Willem Tierolf (JWT): Corridor applications from the EastWest
Corridor.
JWT opened with a reflection on JS presentation: It is quite clear that the answer you get to a
questionnaire depends on who is asked to respond. If you ask national road authorities you get the
result reported by Jonas. If you move to cross-border and international operations, you need other
stakeholders, champions etc. like we now see being set up for the CNC´s.
JWT reported on the East West corridor. Basis is to monitor what is really going on, what is planned,
because we are not looking into the far future but building now. Hence we need to identify mature
plans for cooperation and harmonization.
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The projects that relate to ITS and is most dependent on harmonization and standardization is about
freight. Ports and ferry information need to be included in the work. Truck parking, TMP crossborder, information about ferries etc. have to be prioritized. When it comes to C-ITS corridor
functions this has started during the project and we can now see elements of C-ITS in corridors in the
eastern part. There is much need for best practice across the corridor, not only about technology but
also operations. First demonstrator was a multi-modal freight planner which we now have as a full
operational product covering 95% of corridor hubs and transports, with website in 5 languages, quite
small website that did not cost very much but is much appreciated by the market.
The planner covers all modes of transport. The project list is now being updated. Each country
partner is now investigation which traffic centres there are operating in border areas and crossborder with the aim of establishing good contacts across borders.
JS: Two buzzwords recorded: Freight and intermodal. Ferries. Observe that all CEF corridors goes
across water. In Viking we had ferry crossings as an important part of our work.
Stephanie Kleine (SK): A third thing is to add pilots, corridor implementations based on
harmonization, we need to build implementation on pilots based on the harmonization and
cooperation that is ongoing. This shall not be forgotten, i.e. the method selected for development by
EastWest.
JS: The CNC corridors as we saw yesterday are all paperwork, we shall not forget that lorries are not
driving through corridors, they use a part of it together with connected roads in order to drive door
to door.
Second pitch was presented by SK: (Annex slides) First pitch on digital traffic regulations.
An important conclusion is that there is a discrepancy between “making information available” and
provide a service. Many road authorities are providing their regulations, making them available, in
digital format, but not as a service or anything that can be considered as usable by drivers.
We should also avoid creating some kind of difference between C-ITS and “traditional ITS”. We and
them. This is not how an intelligent transport system will function. A personal conclusions is that the
harmonized digital roll-out is a common effort, requiring a joint platform. SK presented the idea of DITS – Digital transport system, including as well C-ITS as traditional services. We can also see that
services under development will move from ITS to C-ITS.
There is a Datex II model form for TMP. Traffic management started as local operation of the
network, but as traffic becomes “global” we start cooperating in corridors etc. This requires new
format of cooperation, integration etc. There is no question that future transport needs important
cross-corridor integration and cooperation, perhaps that the corridor is not relevant from a traffic
management perspective which is far more operational to its character.
The third pitch was presented by JS: Corridor section Gateways (slides in Annex).
We made a study in a freight oriented project (Swiftly Green) where the work lead into the use of
gateways, which in reality is a geo-fencing application. Hence what we need is a global solution to
geo-fencing, where the fence trigger a set of applications that reside within the fence. When we are
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going to operate “corridors” it means defining interfaces between different sections of the road
network.
JS also stressed that yesterday news in Sweden included the presence of the first fully automated
driver-less lorry operating regularly on a public rod (Einride, Jönköping Sweden). Albeit not more
than 1-200 meters, but still.
Then bouncing back to a discussion on TMP´s and Traffic management which included the fourth
pitch on TMP´s:
Anders Bak Sörensen (ABS): Traffic Management is in fact more and more involving also the private
sector. SK comments with stating that the efficiency of traffic management is more and more
depending on our ability to communicate with the road user / the end user.
ABS continues: We can do whatever we want with our TMP´s etc. but if the driver gets a conflicting /
alternative advice from e.g. TomTom, we can do nothing about that.
Torsten Geissler (TG) intervenes and points at Socrates 2.0 as an important driver behind the
strategies developed in TM 2.0. Let us see what this will lead into.
JWT: The key point with a corridor is to offer the road user the optimal conditions for transport.
What is then optimal? First of all the hard infrastructure needs to be there and well developed. But
hard infrastructure does not in itself constitute a corridor. Can you build a corridor? No, you build
infrastructure. How is this then turned into a corridor: Well by eliminating all kinds of borders.
Borders shall not be seen by the users. You cannot build a corridor, a corridor is a quality of the
infrastructure.
How can you make a corridor? If the use is optimized, harmonized in a way that the use is perceived
as seamless. Then we have the cross-border, cross-modal and other cross- etc. qualities: The
characteristic of a corridor is that borders (of all kinds) are not seen, not perceived by users.
That will happen if the information is seamless, if the quality of services is even, if the information is
always understood.
It is the information and the services that build a corridor, not the infrastructure. Hence a corridor is
realized through digitalization, harmonization etc. That is why platforms etc are essential for the
realization of corridors. This is reached if services, information etc, are perceived as continuous.
Seamless. Even if the users do not drive the corridor from end to end, the corridor is there as it offers
seamless services.
Hence a corridor can only be realized through harmonization.
Arne Lindeberg (AL): What we also tend to forget, in particular in relation to freight transport, you
will have to cater for also information exchange between all stakeholders involved in the transport
chain. This will then include also bi-lateral information exchange including commercial information.
Also the possibility to support information exchange between actors is an important part of the
corridor. The capacity to offer a door to door capacity is also essential.
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JS drawing conclusions: My mindset for the workshop was very much following the speech from
Harold Reuters etc., i.e. we need to integrate CEF corridors (physical) with ITS corridors. This is
probably wrong, we should look at this from a digitalization perspective instead.
It is not natural, not necessarily, to apply the idea of a physical corridor with the digital layer which is
far more network- and multimodal to its nature. Transport is moving from door to door meeting the
specific needs of this transport.
Digitalization has nothing specifically to do with e.g. the Scan Med corridor, it provides a network
function. We should perhaps bring that into our mindset that we are not dealing with specific
services for specific roads.

Session 4: Enabling CEF ITS Corridors
Now to the second part: Enablers. We have discussed for many years the supporting mechansims
that we have , OE´s, DG´s, etc. Let us continue this.
Now Karolina Hedberg (KH) presenting a pitch on CID = Corridor Information Document (presentation
in Annex):
A proposal from CCC to provide an overarching description of corridor characteristics. It is already in
use in CEF Rail freight. Information is available on a portal. Strategy shall be to start with the
information that is easy to collect, and then gradually add information bringing more complexity and
information to the description.
(See slides for information on possible Road CID content).
Who is the owner of the road CID? The corridor needs an appointed organization that will have to
manage this.
ABS: Hence this should be the Corridor coordinators.
SK: There is an overlap between the Road CID and the TMP guidelines in place. An important
question is how we ensure that this kind of documents, getting more and more complex, are kept
updated?
KH: It is clear that we need to strengthen the corridor organizations. However, the CID should not be
very dynamic. The Rail CID is updated once a year. The overlap with the TMP can be described as:
The CID points at the TMP (that they exist), they should not carry the information of the TMP.
TG: If corridors are really put in place, they would need an appointed corridor manager, which is
different from what is the responsibility of todays coordinators. There has to be a clear responsibility
appointed.
AL: CNC´s are about rail and road. If there is an instrument designed for rail (and vice versa), we shall
use this set of instruments also for the other mode. A low hanging fruit. In particular for freight, a
road CID can provide valuable information on which services that apply and where you can find more
information.
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ABS: In Denmark we have roads. Our impression of corridors is very weak. I will however point at the
importance of making sure that e.g. re-routing due to roadworks is well prepared and negotiated
with the concerned local communities.
Risto Kulmala (RK): The Road CID is quite valuable as a concept. In particular if the CNC´s are made
operational. We should try to add the dimension of performance in particular in terms of
digitalization.
SK: We have what can be seen as an Ursa Major CID, which is a compilation of UM TMP´s. This can
provide very good input to the work. I question the value of a cross border CNC Road CID. We should
start with our national networks etc. I am certain that there never will be a “corridor traffic
manager”, this is a road authority responsibility.
KH: We should start with the most important part of the network. A key point is that the CID (all
CID´s) should be easily available at a pre-defined site.
JWT: We cannot neglect the fact that the CNC´s are a vital part of the EU transport strategy. If we can
support them, we should.
Helene van Heijningen (HVH): The concept of the CNC´s is quite straightforward and they are well
defined. To develop something like a CID for a network is not feasible as a network have no natural
extension – it always continues.
Then followed RK´s pitch on Operating Environments:
OE´s is all about the expectations of the road users, and how they relate to the different kinds of
roads in terms of systems and services and their quality.
A corridor is not homogenous. Very big differences apply along the route in terms of systems and
services and their quality. And also the requirements shall vary, as the need shifts between highly
occupied motorways and smaller rural road sections. The OE provides an opportunity to describe the
current traffic situation and typology as a basis for a discussion on user expectations on systems,
services and service levels. This will become even more important as digitalization continues.
RK handed over to TG: A pitch on the use of Deployment Guidelines which relate to OE´s
DG´s have an important role to play in order to bind a corridor together. It is not only the
“specification part” but also the availability of Best Practises and other elements that helps in
supporting harmonization and continuity of services. However, DG´s are overarching corridors i.e.
they find their application not as part of something that builds a corridor but much more. A corridor
however benefits from the availability of DG´s.
This was followed by Anna Schirokoffs (AS) pitch:
Users shall not see any borders inside or between corridors. We are developing a solution in Finland
where users get the same information regardless of which interface or service used.
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The key principle is that we are expanding the cloud based solution we established in NordicWay 1.
The work raises the basic principal question on the business model / ecosystem applied: “Can a
corridor be represented by a cloud?”
•
•
•
•

Transport flows in corridors
Traffic is circulated in networks
Services are provided in networks
Information is managed through clouds

We have to deal with this complexity.
JS: Transport flows do not follow the borders between operators. This means that cloud solutions
better represent the actual situation (with complex network flows) than a dedicated corridor
management. Corridor management will then be about selecting the appropriate information from
the available clouds – you construct the corridor.
JS: Is there any one that believes that we will have road control similar to air and rail?
ABS: Not the same kind of management, but the same services.
JS: When autonomous vehicles get connected, they must be subject to vehicle management. Will this
happen? Will it happen beyond our horizon?
AL: It will happen in a rather short future. The connected vehicle opens for management of individual
vehicles, which allows for a new way of managing traffic: Based on individual vehicle needs rather
than flow observations. This means that you can give priority to specific vehicles.
The driver for this is the lack of resources for more physical capacity. Another driver for this is if you
can design interesting packages and schemes taking into account commercial interests.
JS: We are however road operators: Fleet managers already today operate invidual vehicles.
RK: Robot-taxis, freight services etc. There has to be some kind of overarching fleet management
capacity. Fleet management will be much more high level management than today, and probably in
10-20 years an important part of traffic management. In this context operation and management of
individual vehicles is a must (similar to management within public transport).
AL: If you address management of individual vehicles you need to have a counterpart – the fleet
manager. However, it must be the authorities that decide on the principles for use of public
infrastructure. E.g. through allocating priorities.
JS: But this is not corridor transport – city management. Can we conclude that it is more relevant to
expect fleet managers to be much more active, for obvious reasons.
JWT: There will be a combination of traffic management and fleet management, but hardly related to
corridor transport. And in a long term future.
JS: Concluding to the OE: How is this to be organized. Which are the building blocks of data that bind
a corridor together? Data, yes, but data is not organized in “corridor format”. Data is available in a
cloud, and you construct a corridor from the data.
14
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AL: If you have a corridor perspective, every node has to account for as well bypass capacity as flow
capacity.
RK: If you regard corridor and corridor performance, we do have an incident management system
which we need to improve greatly. Connected vehicles will support in this.
JS: The architecture of the digital system will not follow the architecture of the infrastructure. I hear
that you all see information available in a “cloud-based system” with many sources and organized by
geographical characteristics. The manager, the service provider and the road user will combine the
specific data they need from the cloud and make best use of the combined information.
JWT: If you talk about the best use, you talk about the users need. Digital regulations, traffic rules,
road network digitalized etc. And all this information made available. Also TMP etc. But you will need
to add an organizational dimension to reflect the corridor.

Workshop closure
The workshop was closed by Arne Lindeberg at the time planned.
AL: Expectations more than well fulfilled. Very interesting discussion, we are very grateful for your
contributions as they are essential for the drafting of the roadmap.
JS reminded on the ongoing Doodle for a September / October workshop.
AL thanked everyone and closed the workshop. Handed over to RA that gave the final words of the
whole week.
RA: When we look at corridors we look at different aspects. If you do not have money, you cannot
solve any problems, we all agree that
A corridor is a way to present the combined need for users to travel, and it is also a way to organize a
network. It is clear that we need some sort of organizitation to meet the challenge to build
something that is able to meet the real and urgent needs. We need platforms.
Thank you all!

Summary of conclusions
The following summary conclusions, presented as a list of statements, have been compiled by JS
based on the notes taken and the discussion held. They are in some cases overlapping, apologize for
that, but they are developed to reflect different aspects.
A corridor represents important transport flows
From the perspective of individual transports, a corridor has limited relevance. Literally no transport
go from one end of a corridor to another. But if you map important transport flows in Europe and
look upon this map from above, you can see corridors as agglomerations of transports that stretches
across Europe.
The idea of transport corridors
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An important architectural conclusion was drawn. It is based on the idea that a corridor is a
representation of collected and combined user needs – an “air picture of transport”. But individual
transport movements do not use corridors, and most individual transports only use very limited
corridor elements in their door to door operation. In particular when time is considered.
A corridor is something constructed in order to meet assembled transport needs. But you do not
manage corridors. You manage individual transports (in the future) or flows through network
bottlenecks etc. We can also conclude that from a user perspective each corridor is individual, and
depending on your origin and destination. But this also means that services, interfaces etc. need to
be harmonized and seamless.
You cannot build a corridor
It is the information and the services that build a corridor, not the infrastructure. Hence a corridor is
realized through digitalization, harmonization etc. Key point is that a corridor is a virtual road
construction, it does not exist in itself, but it is defined by a combination of “soft characteristics” –
service composition, harmonization etc.
That is why platforms etc are essential for the realization of corridors. This is reached if services,
information etc, are perceived as continuous. Seamless. Even if the users do not drive the corridor
from end to end, the corridor is there as it offers seamless services. Hence a corridor can only be
realized through harmonization.
A corridor needs management – but not traffic management
If road transport corridors are put in place accordingly, they would need an appointed management.
Not necessarily operating the traffic flow, but ensuring the provision of harmonized and continuous
services.
Traffic takes place in networks
Traffic networks can be looked upon as areas within which a large portion of movements take place.
Typically conurbations, consolidated regions etc. For obvious reasons this is also the areas which are
subject to traffic management from specific centres (i.e. a TMC covers a specific portion of the road
network).
Corridors are about freight transport
The need for harmonized and seamless services are by far most important for freight transport,
which are also travelling longer distances in their door to door operation. Also the aspect of
combining transport modes makes most sense in relation to freight transport.
Cloud-based information architecture is best in relation to user needs
Users shall not see any borders inside or between corridors. They shall get the same information
regardless of which interface or service used, depending on the situational needs.
The discussion raised the basic principal question on the business model / ecosystem applied: “Can a
corridor be represented by a cloud?”
16
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•
•
•
•

Transport flows in corridors
Traffic is circulated in networks
Services are provided in networks
Information is managed through clouds

As transport flows do not follow the borders between operators, cloud solutions better represent the
actual situation (with complex network flows) than a dedicated corridor management. Corridor
management will then be about selecting the appropriate information from the available clouds –
you construct the (virtual) corridor based on appearing needs.
Traffic management strategies must include “bypass capacity”
As radial traffic movements are predominant in urban areas, very much traffic management
attention is focused on safeguarding capacity and flow in radial (to and from city centres) relations.
This focus must be balanced against the need from long-distance transport “passing by”. As well the
infrastructure design and traffic management must consider the needs related to long distance
transport, which in essence are the same as corridor needs.
Future traffic management will and can deal with individual vehicles and their needs
This is in particular true in relation to freight transport. Freight transports are already today to a high
extent connected (to dispatch centres, fleet operators, …) and subject to management on an
individual vehicle basis. If we consider future traffic management services based on individual vehicle
characteristics (e.g. priority, fuel, size, tyres etc. expressed through e.g. geofencing parameters) also
public authorities will need to introduce management services directed towards individual vehicles
(opposite to considering only flows).
This can be seen also from the vehicle side: Individual vehicle needs and characteristics can be used
to provide services that are targeted rather than broadcasted. E.g. you can give priority to a specific
vehicle.
Operating environments, digital traffic regulations etc. are essential
The OE provides an opportunity to describe the current traffic situation and typology as a basis for a
discussion on user expectations on systems, services and service levels. This will become even more
important as digitalization continues. Also DG´s have an important role to play in order to bind a
corridor together. It is not only the “specification part” but also the availability of Best Practices and
other elements that helps in supporting harmonization and continuity of services. However, DG´s are
overarching corridors i.e. they find their application not as part of something that builds a corridor
but much more. A corridor however benefits from the availability of DG´s.
Platforms are essential for corridor development
As corridors constitute a combination of harmonized and seamless services, and need to be based on
a wide set of agreed specifications etc, and where deployment benefit very much from best practices
applied, we see a strong need for platforms that may organize and lead the development of the
required harmonization efforts. Also, best practice concerning operations of systems and services
shall be considered in the development work – not only design.
17
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Geo-fencing will become a critical component of D-ITS
The possibility to define what rules and practices that apply within a certain geographical area (may it
be a corridor, a network or …) will become much more important in the future, driven by the
evolution of connected vehicles (and in the long term self driving). A very important facilitator for DITS will be a generic solution to vehicles knowing when they are entering or leaving a specific area
where specific rules apply.
Shift to D-ITS
Currently we can see a tendency to define some systems and services as “C-ITS” and some as
“traditional ITS”. We would prefer an evolutionary approach where services may develop from being
“traditional” to “connected”, and they may even appear in parallel depending e.g. on vehicle
characteristics or user preferences. To sort up applications as either one or the other is not a fruitful
way ahead.
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Annex – Slide presentations
Drivers and Incentives for Coordinated ITS Deployment, Jonas Sundberg
Pitch on Traffic management Plans, Stephanie Kleine
Pitch on Digital Traffic Regulations
Pitch on Geofencing – Corridor Gateways
Pitch on Automated Mobility – Clouds
Pitch on Corridor Information Documents
Pitch on Operating Environments
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EU EIP sub-activity 4.3

ITS for CNC´s
Workshop 16 May 2019
Rome, MIT

Jonas Sundberg

Workshop scope

The workshop will:
• Provide feedback on and discuss a ”functional and
administrative package” of ITS for CEF corridors
– Pitches on content
– Pitches on enablers/facilitators

• Discuss how and when this can be implemented (the
roadmap).

Workshop timetable
13.30 Introduction
Arne Lindeberg, Swedish Transport Administration SE (leader of EU EIP SA4.3 ITS Deployment Road map)
Roberto Arditi, SINA IT (project manager of EU EIP)
13.45 Drivers and Incentives for coordinated ITS Deployment
Findings from EU EIP Road map investigation (presented in SA4.3 Deliverable 2). Jonas Sundberg, SWECO
14.00 A corridor perspective on ITS systems and services
4 Pitches on CEF corridor functions, and discussion
14.45 Enabling CEF ITS Corridors
4 Pitches on enabling ITS corridors through support functions, and discussion
15.30 Concluding discussion, the road map
How do we make things happen?
16.00 Workshop close

Introduction

• Roberto Arditi
• Arne Lindeberg

Time for pitches and discussion

Session 1: Corridor perspective on system and services
Which functions (systems, services) are relevant specifically on the
corridor level?
• Corridor applications from the EastWest Corridor, Jan Willem
Tierolf, Rijkswaterstaat (NL)
• Deployment scenarios for connected and automated mobility –
consequences for corridor performance, Pirkko Rämä, VTT (FI)
• Digital Traffic Regulations, Stephanie Kleine RMVBP (DE)
• Corridor section gateways, Jonas Sundberg (SE)
• Traffic Management Plans defining corridor functionality, Ursa
Major (DE)

Session 1: Discussion

• Now, Which are the systems and services (functions) that offer
corridor functionality and bind a corridor together?

Session 2: Enabling CEF ITS Corridors
Which supporting instruments are there to support (enable, facilitate) the
development and operation of a CEF ITS corridor?
• Road CID (Corridor Information Document) providing corridor
characteristics, Karolina Hedberg, Swedish Transport Administration (SE)
• Operating Environments as basis for corridor harmonization, Risto Kulmala
(FI)
• Integrating C-ITS into Deployment Guidelines Reference Handbook, BAST
(DE)
• Digital infrastructure solutions for establishing corridor cooperation in ITS
service provision/ Anna Schirokoff, Finnish Transport and Communications
Agency, Traficom (FI)

Session 2: Discussion

• Now, which technical and administrative support functions and
mechanisms are there to fulfil data needs and other
mechanisms for coordination and cooperation?

Concluding discussion

Imagine then to realize these functions (systems and services)
and putting the enablers in operation.
• How is this done?
• Whom is doing it?
• When will it be done?

Closure

• Thank you all!
• Please complete the September workshop Doodle!

EU EIP sub-activity 4.3

Drivers and Incentives for
Coordinated ITS Deployment
Report on SA 4.3 D 2 (ITS Deployment
Drivers)
Jonas Sundberg, 16 May 2019

Jonas Sundberg

Purpose
• The aim of Deliverable 2 is to identify drivers behind ITS
deployment and assess their potential impact in terms of
speeding up deployment and harmonizing systems and
services
• All done with a “Corridor Perspective”

Approach taken:
Deployment drivers
create conditions

Conditions are
situations that trigger
ITS deployment on
corridors

1. Which conditions* are strongest in terms of generating ITS investments?
2. Which are the drivers* that create these conditions?
3. How efficient are these drivers in terms of creating conditions?
4. How efficient are combinations of drivers and conditions? (MCA)
*Condition to be understood as ”situation”, ”state of play” etc.
*Drivers are incentives, measures etc.

MCA – Multi Criteria Analysis

Condition
strength

X

Driver
efficiency

=

Impact
expectation

Condition strength value (Sum = 100)

Observations on conditions
• Strong conditions = Availability of funds together with
Urgency (which could be summarized as Time and
Money)..
• Average conditions = Business interest, predictability
and harmonization
• Weak conditions = Dependency of “neighbours” and
available knowledge

Driver impact assessment

Indirect drivers
stimulate ITS
deployment

Direct drivers
require ITS
deployment

Observations on drivers
• Direct drivers got a high score compared to the indirect drivers
• The strength of drivers is considered to be fairly equal within these
groups

MCA – Condition Impact Assessment

Conclusions
• As the figure shows, the importance of fund availability (i.e. access to
money) stands out as the key to ITS deployment. A good second is
immediate need, i.e. where ITS is found to provide a relevant solution to
road network needs this is also an important trigger for investments.
• From a corridor perspective it is a bit disappointing to see that
“synchronized investment plans”, i.e. the presence of simultaneous and
similar need from neighbouring or cooperating stakeholders is not
considered as an important driver. Also, access to knowledge and
simplification, which both reflects a condition where ITS deployment is
made “easy”, is not considered important. Turning that around, we can
likely conclude that absence of knowledge or complicated systems are
today not considered as barriers to ITS deployment.

To summarize 1
• What we have seen in this study is that from a corridor perspective,
and considering the relevant stakeholders in corridors development,
technical development is not a key driver behind deployment of ITS
systems and services needed for transport corridor development, it is
rather supporting other development as an enabler.
• Instead availability to funds, regulations, legacy systems, access to
platforms and immediate needs in response to network bottlenecks
etc. are in focus for planners related to transport corridors.

To summarize 2
• The results underline a need for road maps and more strategic
thinking
• Currently deployment of ITS appear somewhat as day-to-day
management, without well considered long term plans based on
reliable knowledge about the expected impacts
• This also highlight the importance of CEF corridors or a similar
structure as the basis for coordinated ITS deployment.

EU EIP SA ITS Deployment Roadmap
Update
Rome – 16 May 2019
16/05/2019
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Why Traffic Management Plans in a corridor?









Traffic management started as a local operation in a network, carried out by its
operator to ensure availability of the network (i.e. not blocked by congestion)
But traffic has become global and coordinated actions of adjacent operators
have become crucial to deal with traffic flows, e.g. in a corridor
Establishing such coordinated action is not easy, it is almost impossible if the
coordination is attempted ad-hoc
Hence, potential situations, possible global reactions and derived concrete
actions for each network have to be analysed and agreed together
The result is fixed in a common Traffic Management Plan
What started inside Member States has been extended by the ITS corridor
community to also cover Cross-Border TMPs, especially with regard to long
distance traffic flows (e.g. long distance freight in the URSA MAJOR corridor)

16/05/2019
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The corridor challenge


The TMP landscape has grown










bottom-up, from regional TMPs of well acquainted neighbours sharing a common
language and regulatory framework
Via cross-border management of neighbouring countries, facing the EU challenge of
different language and legal basis to enable seamless, cross-border traffic
management → EasyWay
Towards addressing long-range, corridor traffic flows (e.g. long distance freight)
along major corridors (e.g. from North Sea ports to the Mediterranean)
→ CEF ITS corridors
URSA MAJOR has developed a template for a structured description
of all TMPs in the Corridor – this has been translated to all corridor
languages and all corridor TMPs have been captured this way
UMneo will extend this framework towards long distance freight
TMPs; analyses have proven the value of long distance TM
This may be the basis for TMP digitalisation (→ TM2.0)
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Future TMP challenges










Current TMPs still focus on road operator actions to address critical traffic
situations
Some of these do not work well anymore as isolated action
Example: in the past, VMS were the dominant channel to influence route
decision – this position is more and more taken by navigation services
This is a general observation: Traffic Management is becoming more and more
a cooperative, multi-stakeholder activity → TM 2.0
Hence, the TMP concept has to be extended to cover interaction with all
relevant stakeholders
For URSA MAJOR neo this means ports and inter-modal hubs, freight navigation
services, etc.
What we experience here is a clear shift from systems to services – the ITS
corridors play an important role in facilitating large scale stakeholder liaison

16/05/2019
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Today: facing the challenge to digitise
“analog” corridors?





Core Network Corridors (CNCs) so far are not strongly addressing
digitalisation, automation and connectivity in road transport
These digital technologies make transport intelligent (→ ITS),
or even cooperative -> (C-ITS)
(C-)ITS is also addressed by “corridors” – but these have their own shape and
are not well aligned with the CNCs – they also have disparate calls
The ITS corridors have been co-funded for a long time, this has created a set of
typical, mature ITS technology deployment that is proposed in CEF applications;
But: this set does not embrace well the – at least partly disruptive – current
technology impulses generated by three societal mega-trends:
Digitalisation
 Automation
 Connectivity
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What needs to be digitised?


Traffic regulations
Are still not available in today’s ITS service, at least not outside the motorways
(e.g. navigation users end up before ‘road closed’ signs in urban/rural areas)
 Are a pre-requisite for future ISAD (infrastructure support for automated driving)
 Include stakeholders who are today not part of the ITS community
(e.g. competent authorities issuing traffic regulation orders) Important Note: they
are subject to digitalisation, but not automatically suitable for ITS / ISAD




Traffic management
TMPs are state of the art, but often not yet digital
(→ URSA MAJOR has created a TMP template, CEN TC278 is currently standardising
a DATEX II model for TMPs)
 TM has to become cooperative, including private sector → TM 2.0
 Traffic Management in times of increasing automation is a field for research and
innovation
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The role of harmonisation – building a cooperative spirit









Today’s solutions (for safety, efficiency and environmentally friendly transport)
all depend on large-scale (at least European), multi-stakeholder cooperation
This means that road operator and road authority activities have to be
integrated in European platforms, that allow for harmonisation, required
technical work and effective stakeholder liaison (→ like e.g. C-Roads)
If deployment organisation is structured in corridors, these platform have to be
set up as cross-corridor cooperation
The ITS community has to approach the Core Network Corridors in order to
propose Digitalisation (ITS, C-ITS) as such a cross-corridor platform approach
Actual deployment can still be organised in corridors according to corridor
specific profiles and reflecting corridor specific requirements and framework
conditions
A digitalisation platform for Intelligent Transport has to be a European
platform!
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Personal Conclusions 









Harmonised digital roll-out in Europe needs a common effort form all member
states experts leaning on smaller structures like regional, multinational
cooperations implementing digital deployment
Create a “D-ITS Platform for road transport” as a European level, cross-corridor
activity integrating and connecting all actions for digitalisation/ITS/C-ITS
Create dedicated funding tools for pilots, pre Roll-Out cooperation and actual
Roll-Out projects and implementations to enhance e.g. safety
For specifications: use the pending work on turning the 2012 Deployment
Guidelines into “Reference Handbook for (C-)ITS Deployment” as a starting
point for harmonised, European deployment support
Promoted and enable Digital Traffic Regulations as a basic tool to improve
today’s ITS services and prepare ISAD – the infrastructure support for
automated driving
Foster multi-stakeholder, public/private cooperation in Traffic Management →
TM 2.0
16/05/2019
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Corridor section gateway

• An application used in air-, rail- and sea transport (ERTMS,
SESARE, RIS, STM, ….)
• Basically a geo-fencing application:

You check in
when you enter

You check out
when you leave

Corridor section gateway

• Check in and check out stations are virtual or physical
• Eventually a hand-over is made at checkpoints
• Within the area certain rules could apply (”platooning OK,
overtaking ban for HGV´s, only electrical drive, Maximum
speed, …..)

EU EIP A4.3 workshop
Digital infrastructure
solutions for establishing
corridor cooperation in ITS
service provision
Anna Schirokoff
Rome, May 16, 2019

The aim of the Finnish C-ITS
deployment pilot

› To share information that enhance traffic safety and fluency
› To create a new way to share C-ITS messages between traffic
information suppliers so that the end user gets more
information of better quality.

Schirokoff

26.6.2019

Background
› The deployment pilot continues the architecture developed in

NordicWay with sharing of messages through a central cloud.

› As automatic driving become more common, the vehicles need

real time information about the circumstances and the
surrounding to gain all the potential benefits. Market players are
needed for the collection and sharing of the information.

› Public funding is used at least in the beginning.
› The presumption is that the market in Finland will not produce an information
exchange.

› In the evaluation study for NordicWay the estimate for the benefit-cost ratio
for a widely spread C-ITS service in Finland was over 2.

Schirokoff

26.6.2019

C-ITS deployment pilot procurement and status

› Contracts have been made with 3 suppliers, they have 16
subcontractors (service providers) in total

› Each supplier sets up an interchange node
› Each supplier is obliged to exchange their ecosystem’s C-ITS
messages with other suppliers via the interchange nodes

› Different roles in the pilot project, many companies have
several roles

› A large variety in how the suppliers are gathering the data

Schirokoff

26.6.2019

NordicWay2 Finnish architecture

Schirokoff

26.6.2019

Harmonised evaluations across NordicWay 2
Quality of services

› Common KPIs to be

KPIs

utilised at all sites

› Joint summary of results

per C-ITS service type
across all implementations

Ecosystems
●Jointly made script for the
workshops
●Local workshops
●Joint summary of results
across all the countries

KPIs
KPIs

KPIs

WS
WS
WS

WS

NW2 PMB, Copenhagen, May 2019

User acceptance
●Jointly made survey to
study the user acceptance
among general public
●Local translations, local
data collection
●Joint summary of results
across all the countries
Socio-economic impacts
●Jointly made assessment
of the socio-economic
impacts
●Update of NW1 FI
evaluation for the whole
region

Survey

Survey

Survey

Survey

S-E Evaluation
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Thank you!
anna.schirokoff@traficom.fi

www.traficom.fi
@TraficomFinland

Road Corridor Information
Document

Traffic Management today
• Traffic management are often deployed in a similar
manner but they are managed on a local, regional or
national level.
• Every separate organisation and traffic centre cares
mostly for their own region or metropolitan area
• Not connected to each other

Road Corridor Information Document, CID
• Propose: Road Corridor Information Document, CID
• CID is already used in the CEF Rail Freight Corridors

• The purpose is to have an overview of all the services,
agreements, special conditions etc. along a corridor.
• One CID for an entire corridor!
• Suggestion from CID Rail is that the first versions of the CID
will include basic information, while later versions will
gradually become more detailed.

Utrecht, 14 and 15 November

3

Road CID Content
Contents to consider are:
• Corridor description
• Organisations concerned by traffic management agreements on the corridor
• Network overview

• Bottlenecks and locations/areas with specific conditions
• Important hubs, logistic terminals, ports, urban interfaces etc.
• General traffic management strategies
• List of Traffic Management Plan agreements and geographical coverage
• Contacts
• Legal framework

• On going and planned developments of services in the corridor

Utrecht, 14 and 15 November

Photo: Roland Magnusson, Mostphotos
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Chain of TMC’s with Road CID

City
Road authority, public
transport, service provider etc.
Geographical area
Motorway
Traffic Management plan

CID
Utrecht, 14 and 15 November
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EU EIP WS: ITS for the CEF Corridors
Rome, 16 May 2019

Operating Environments as basis for corridor harmonization
Risto Kulmala

EI EIP WS: ITS for the CEF Corridors

Operating Environments
• Operating Environment = the category of the road section
classified according to types and service levels of ITS services
typically expected to be operated and often provided on it
by the road authorities and operators
• closely related to the expected service levels of the travellers
and hauliers using the road section, the frequently occurring
or threatening problems of the section, and the feasibility of
possible ITS solutions to deal with these problems
• The main properties of the road section affecting the OE
– Physical characteristics – Motorways, other 3/4 lane roads or 2-lane
roads
– Network typology – Corridor, Network, Link or Critical spot
– Traffic characteristics – Traffic flow and road safety situations
ITS For CEF Corrodors Rome 16 May 2019
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Operating Environments

ITS For CEF Corrodors Rome 16 May 2019
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Operating Environments
Why important for harmonisation?
• Aligns with road user / customer expectations
– Similar levels of service in similar types of circumstances

• Aligns with road operator readiness for service provision
– Levels of service according to the severity of problems and
importance of section in the network hierarchy

• Nobody should expect a similar service offering on a CEF
network section with 400 000 vehicles/day and severe
congestion problem and a CEF section with 1 000
vehicles/day and severe weather-related safety problem
ITS For CEF Corrodors Rome 16 May 2019
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Operating Environments
Digital Infrastructure for C-ITS
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

C-ITS Day 1 services
Criteria for the Levels of Service
[example for the OE TF]

Short-range
communication
infrastructure
Medium-/Longrange
communication
infrastructure

Static road and
traffic information

C1

C Full section coverage

O

B Hot spot coverage

M

A temporary coverage (road works etc)
C Full section coverage at least 4G

O

B Full section coverage at least 3G

M

A Hot area coverage

T1

T2

T3

T4

O

O

O

O

M

M

M

M

O

B A + traffic signs

M

O

OM

OM

OM

R3

R4

O

O

O

M

M

M

O

OM

OM

OM

M

O

B A + Incident and adverse weather information

M

OM

OM

OM

M

OM

O

O

O

M

M

M

A Event information including roadworks
Recommendations for LoS per OE:

OM

R6

R7

R8

S1

S2

N1

N2

P1

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

O

OM

OM

OM

O

O

OM

OM

OM

M

O

O

OM

OM

M

O

O

OM

O

OM

OM

OM

M

M

OM

M

M

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M
O

O

O

M

M

M

M
M

OM

O

M

M

C Full dynamic information

R5

O

A Digital road map
Dynamic road and
traffic information

OM

R2

O

M

C B + digital rules and regulations

R1

O
M

Minimum LoS recommended

O

Optimum LoS recommended

Minimum = Optimum

NR

Non relevant

Note: Just an illustrative example, recommendations for LoS not based on fact
DCG/CCC Rome 14 May 2019
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